Next Gen Students are Harvard undergraduates and graduate students who see the first in their families to pursue a degree in the U.S. and who are preparing to help others, especially from rural and urban communities, become the firsts.

STUDENT SUCCESS = HARVARD SUCCESS

THE ROAD TO NEXT GEN SUCCESS STARTS HERE:

1. BACK TO SCHOOL: PLAN & REFLECT

TRY IT TODAY

Discover your course plan. Next, cultivate a learning plan, determine, by guest speakers. Since the design of a learning plan is a very personalized process, it can help you get to know your instructors.

KEEP GOING: SET GOALS

Discover your course plan. Next, cultivate a learning plan, determine, by guest speakers. Since the design of a learning plan is a very personalized process, it can help you get to know your instructors.

2. CLASS IS IN SESSION: RELATE & MODEL

TRY IT TODAY

Provide a level of understanding and assess your teaching practices. Help students understand what they are responsible for and assess your teaching practices. Help students understand what they are responsible for.

KEEP GOING: INTEGRATE

Provide a level of understanding and assess your teaching practices. Help students understand what they are responsible for and assess your teaching practices. Help students understand what they are responsible for.

3. SCHOOLS OUT: REPORT & HIGHLIGHT

TRY IT TODAY

When discussing student trends, include students’ self-reports. Enhance student engagement and see how you are doing with this unique form of feedback. Enhance student engagement and see how you are doing with this unique form of feedback.

KEEP GOING: MAKE IT COUNT

When discussing student trends, include students’ self-reports. Enhance student engagement and see how you are doing with this unique form of feedback. Enhance student engagement and see how you are doing with this unique form of feedback.

RESOURCES

- Harvard Teaching & Advising Tools
- Harvard Bok Center for Teaching & Learning: Inclusive Pedagogy
- HGSE Instructional Moves
- Next Gen Initiative CS@Harvard.edu
- Check out rest of the Next Gen Digital Toolkit series: teaching for Next Gen Student Success; rural and urban communities; international and domestic cities.